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Abstract
Modern biomedical, behavioral and psychological inference about cause-effect relationships
respects an ergodic assumption, that is, that mean response of representative samples allow
predictions about individual members of those samples. Recent empirical evidence in all of
the same fields indicates systematic violations of the ergodic assumption. Indeed, violation of
ergodicity  in  biomedical,  behavioral  and  psychological  causes  is  precisely  the  inspiration
behind our research inquiry. Here, we review the long term costs to scientific progress in
these domains and a practical way forward. Specifically, we advocate the use of statistical
measures  that  can  themselves  encode  the  degree  and  type  of  non-ergodicity  in
measurements.  Taking  such  steps  will  lead  to  a  paradigm shift,  allowing  researchers  to
investigate the nonstationary, far-from-equilibrium processes that characterize the creativity
and emergence of biological and psychological behavior.
Keywords: ergodic, longitudinal modeling, nonergodic, stationarity, statistical analysis, vector
autoregression
BOX 1 GLOSSARY
Effect size. The magnitude of the observed effect of an independent variable on a dependent
variable. The effect size obtained for a sample is an estimate of the population effect size.
Gaussian distribution. A frequency distribution that arises from additive processes, is well
defined mathematically, and is assumed to be common in empirical data.
Hurst exponent: A measure of long-range temporal correlations in time series.
P-value. The probability of the same result or one more extreme just by chance if the null
hypothesis is true. When dichotomized according to experimenter-determined tolerance for
false-positive error,  this  value serves as an inverse measure of  the strength of  evidence
against the null hypothesis.
Population. The set of all individuals of a specific type that is to be statistically measured but
is too vast to be sampled exhaustively such that an exact measure of the population cannot
be obtained.
Regression. A family of statistical techniques used to estimate the relationships between a
dependent variable (often called “outcome”) and one or more independent variables (often
called “predictors”).
Replicate. To repeat a procedure using a new sample from the same population(s).
Reproduce. To find the same results when a procedure is repeated using a new sample from
the same population(s).
(Random)  sample. Observations  obtained  randomly  from  a  defined  population  used  to
estimate population characteristics.
Sample size. The number of observations in the sample.
Statistical power. A measure of the capacity of a statistical test to yield a significant result. It
depends  on  the  threshold  for  significance,  size  of  the  expected  effect,  variation  in  the
population,  the  alternative  hypothesis  (one  or  two-sided),  nature  of  the  test  (paired  or
unpaired), and sample size.
Variance. The  spread  between  observations  in  a  sample,  quantifying  how  far  each
observation in the sample is from the mean, and therefore from every observation in the
sample.
Box 2 ERGODICITY
A stochastic process x (t ) can be subjected to two types of averaging: the ensemble average
and the time average. The finite-ensemble average of the quantity x at a given time t  is
⟨ x (t ) ⟩N=
1
N∑i
N
x i (t )                                                  (1)
where  x i is  the  ith realization of  x (t ) and  N  is  the number of  realizations included in the
average. The finite-time average of the quantity x (t ) is
x Δt=
1
Δt ∫t
t+Δt
x ( s)ds.                                                 (2)
If x changes at T=Δt /δ tdiscrete times t+δ t, t+2δ t,… , then Eq. (2) becomes
x Δt=
1
T δ t∑τ+1
T
x ( t+τ δ t ).                                               (3)
An  observable  X  is  ergodic  if  its  ensemble  average  converges  to  its  time  average  with
probability one, such that
lim
N→∞
1
N∑i
N
X i (t )= lim
Δ t→∞
1
Δt ∫t
t+Δt
X ( s )ds.                                      (4)
Hence, a stochastic process is ergodic if any random collection of samples represents
the  entire  process’s  average  statistical  properties.  Conversely,  a  stochastic  process  is
nonergodic when the statistical  properties of that process change with time.  An unbiased
random walk is nonergodic, as its time average is a random variable with divergent variance
about the expectation value of zero. For instance, let us choose at random one of the two fair
coins and then toss the selected coin n times. Let the outcome be 1 for heads and 0 for tails.
Then the ensemble average is ½(½ + ½) = ½, which is equal to the long-term average of ½
for either coin. Hence, this random process is ergodic. Conversely, let us choose at random
one of the two coins: one fair and the other has two heads, and then toss the selected coin n
times. The ensemble average for this case is ½(½ + 1) = ¾; yet the long-term average is ½
for the fair coin and 1 for the two-headed coin. Hence, this random process is not ergodic.
Note  that  ergodicity  is  distinct  from  stationarity.  An  example  of  a  stationary  but
nonergodic process is rolling a dice today. The function x (t ) for all future dates is whatever is
rolled today.  x (t ) is clearly nonergodic given that its expectation value is 3.5,  but its time
average is either 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. Nonetheless, it is stationary. Meanwhile, it is possible to
have an ergodic process that is nonstationary, precisely when the expectation value is static
but the variance. For instance, during a jazzy drum solo, the high-hat cymbal is locked into
position on the drum kit, but the intermittent strikes by the drummer will dramatically change
the size of the oscillations in the cymbal from beat to beat and measure to measure.
Box 3 SIMPSON’S PARADOX
Simpson’s paradox is a phenomenon in which a statistical trend observed at the individual
level (or at the level of groups) either disappears or reverses at the group level (or at the level
of  a  set  of  groups).  The  paradox  can  be  resolved  when  individual  relationships  are
appropriately  addressed  in  the  statistical  modeling.  Simpson’s  paradox  is  especially
problematic  in  biomedical  sciences,  where  trends  observed  at  the  group  level  are  often
fallaciously used to derive inferences about individuals. An often-quoted intuitive example of
Simpson’s paradox is the correlation between typing speed and typos1. At the group level, the
correlation is negative—more experienced typists type faster as well as make fewer typos
(solid black line in Fig. I).  However, at the individual level, the correlation is positive—the
faster an individual types, the greater the number of typos he/she makes (blue dotted lines in
Fig. I). Thus, it would be fallacious to conclude that the relationship between typing speed and
typos observed at the group level holds for individuals. The interested readers can refer to
some of the excellent resources that discuss statistical methods to prevent, diagnose and
treat Simpson’s paradox in point data2–4.
Fig. I. Relationship between typing speed and typos. Simulated data illustrating that despite a
negative  correlation  at  the  group  level,  within  each  individual,  there  exists  a  positive
relationship between typing speed and the frequency of typos.
Box 4 STATISTICS FOR QUANTIFYING NONERGODICITY
Ergodicity refers to the resemblance of sample variance to population variance. Statistical
methods often phrase this question as testing how much subsample variances vary from the
bigger sample’s variance, that is, the variance of sample variances. This resemblance can be
considered in two ways: first, in terms of whether the time-average variance of any single
trajectory  resembles  the  ensemble-average  variance  of  those  multiple  trajectories  and,
second, in terms of whether the time-average variance of a subset within a single trajectory
resembles the time-average variance for the entire single trajectory.
Consider a sample of participants, each flipping a coin repeatedly 200 times. If  we
assume that each coin is fair, and each participant performs the flips similarly, the variance in
outcomes  should  presumably  resemble  each  other  in  the  long  run.  We  can  test  this
assumption  by  looking  at  any  one  participant’s  flipping,  taking  the  variance  for  that
participant’s  whole  sequence,  and  comparing  it  with  the  variance  across  all  participants.
Deviations in that participant’s flips might suggest a weighted coin or a systematically different
flipping method. If that participant’s flipping behavior does not resemble the average behavior
across all  participants,  then ergodic assumptions fail.  Of course, each participant is more
likely to deviate from a larger subsample of participants. So, it is possible to examine variance
across progressively larger subsamples of individuals (e.g., 1 participant alone, 2 participants,
4 participants,  and so forth) and test how quickly subsample-average variance converges
towards whole-sample-average variance. Now, we can also consider how well subsamples of
any one participant’s flipping outcomes resemble the variance across the whole sequence:
because  the  small-sample  bias  likely  makes  variance  unstable,  we  do  not  expect  all
subsamples of 5-flips sequences to yield the same estimated variance as the entire 200-flips
sequence. However, we can evaluate the average variance for gradually longer subsets (i.e.,
for 5-, 10-, 20-flips sequences, and so forth) and evaluate ergodicity as the speed at which
the  variance  across  these  subsets  converges  towards  the  variance  across  the  whole
sequence.
To  our  knowledge,  the  most  precise  way  to  portray  ergodicity  is  through  a
dimensionless  statistic  of  ergodicity  breaking  EB—also known as the  Thirumalai-Mountain
(TM) metric5—that subtracts squared total-sample variance from average squared subsample
variance and then divides by the total-sample squared variance (Fig. II).
EB ( x (t ) )=
( ⟨ [ δ2 (x (t ) ) ]2⟩− ⟨δ 2 (x (t ) ) ⟩)
⟨δ2 (x (t ) ) ⟩2
                                      (5) 
which  is  zero  in  the  limit  t→∞ if  the  process  is  ergodic.  In  effect,  this  statistic  phrases
deviation of squared subsample variance from squared total-sample variance as a proportion
of squared total-sample variance. Evidence for ergodicity is the rapid convergence of this
statistic  to  zero  for  progressively  larger  samples.  Slower (or  non-)  convergence indicates
weaker (or non-) ergodicity6. Here, we would like to caution about ergodicity breaking using
an example from economics. Models of relative wealth (i.e., what proportion of total national
wealth  an individual  owns)  often assume ergodicity,  that  is,  fast  convergence to  a stable
asymptotic distribution. This assumption can be upheld against all evidence: it gives answers,
puts numbers on parameters. It is when we work outside this assumption that we find that it is
unjustified7.  Hence,  sometimes  we  may  not  see  a  fast  convergence  to  any  asymptotic
distribution, sometimes no convergence at all.
***
Fig. II. Ergodicity in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). (a) A representative trajectory of
while noise and ensemble average of N = 1024 such trajectories. (b) Variances of individual
trajectories,  as  well  as  time-averaged and ensemble-averaged variances across  all  1024
trajectories  (the  latter  two  are  the  same  for  AWGN).  (c)  Ensemble-averaged  variance
calculated over differently-sized trajectory subgroups. (d) The ergodicity breaking parameter
EB versus time t.
The universe is not ergodic.
—Sean Carroll
Introduction
Scientific advancement depends on the reproducibility and validation of research findings.
Poorly reproducible studies can impede and misdirect scientific progress, jeopardize funding,
and lead to harmful clinical applications. Growing awareness among the scientific community
about lapses of reproducibility in biomedical sciences8–11, including psychological sciences12,13
and  neurosciences14–17 have  inspired  recent  developments  like  the  Nature  series  entitled
“Challenges in irreproducible research,” the Reproducibility Initiative, a global project intended
to  identify  and  reward  reproducible  research
(http://validation.scienceexchange.com/#/reproducibilityinitiative), and increased transparency
and data sharing practices18–20. Although we loud these efforts, the focus has mostly been on
the fallacies of P-values21,22,  small  sample size23,24,  inaccurate estimation graphics25,26,  and
reporting biases27. A fundamental problem pervasively linked to the lack of reproducibility in
human subjects research—inherent  in  standard analytical  techniques—that  remains to  be
considered is nonergodicity, the paucity of group-to-individual generalizability3,28–32. Crucially,
despite  the  expectation  that  group  treatments  will  inform individual-level  interventions  or
outcomes, human-subjects research may take ergodicity for granted when it should not. Here,
we aim to address how recognizing and quantifying nonergodicity holds great promise for
supporting future scientific progress.
Biomedical, behavioral and psychological studies infer from statistical tests conducted
on aggregated data. This policy rests on the assumption that group-level statistical effects can
be applied to understanding the physiology and psychology of an individual—that is,  they
assume  that  the  study  phenomenon  is  “ergodic”28–30,33 (Box  2).  Ergodicity  holds  when
individual-level variability is homogeneous in resembling variability at the level of the group (or
“ensemble” in statistical-physical parlance) and when individual-level variability is stationary,
exhibiting homogeneous mean and variance over time2,34,35. Unfortunately, the differentiation
of form and behavior inherent to biological structure violates the assumptions of homogeneity
and stationarity, respectively, inevitably making it nonergodic. This violation is no peripheral
nuisance but follows systematically from all of our most unambiguous attempts to distinguish
life as an evolving, innovating, and adaptive process distinct from non-living processes36. The
second condition, stationarity, rules out most physiological and psychological processes with
time-varying moments (mean function, sequential covariance function) of being ergodic (e.g.,
heart  rate  variability,  motor  control,  developmental  processes,  learning  processes,  and
transient  brain  responses)37.  Sample-level  statistical  modeling  that  assumes  stationarity
where it  is  not,  cloaks artifacts of nonstationarity or fails to articulate systematic changes
producing  nonstationarity,  obscures  any  genuine  individual  differences,  and  jettisons  any
generalizable  truths  we  might  have  gleaned  from the  same  diversity  initially  intended  to
represent the population. In these circumstances, deriving inferences from statistical  tests
conducted on aggregated data might profoundly threaten our goals of scientific consilience
and completeness. It certainly makes the suspicious compromise of enforcing similarity and
ignoring diversity for the sake of formal convenience.
Here we argue that behavioral,  psychological,  and neuronal  processes unavoidably
violate the ergodic assumptions, with reference to typically-studied phenomena. We discuss
how,  for  this  reason,  a  significant  body  of  work  in  these  fields  falls  short  on  scientific
investigation’s fundamental objectives, ranging from the failure to reproduce research findings
to the inability to test hypotheses about nonlinear far-from-equilibrium dynamics. We explain
why  finding  meaningful  ergodic  observables  is  essential  for  investigating  nonergodic
processes, and we introduce a few strategies that allow this transformation.
Behavioral, physiological, and neuronal processes can violate ergodic assumptions
Despite multiple calls about the perils of violating ergodic assumptions29,31,32,38,39, extant work
in biomedical sciences has been mostly based on best-practice guidelines almost exclusively
based on statistical inferences from data aggregated across large samples. Whether couched
in prosaic terms or using formal mathematical theorems, the violation of ergodic assumptions
questions the validity of this work. Here we provide a few examples of research areas that are
particularly vulnerable to the violation of ergodic assumptions.
 Physiological sciences  . One area in human physiology where nonergodicity has been
shown  to  be  particularly  important  is  the  biophysical  transport  of  liquids.  Such
nonergodic  processes  include  hemodynamics  and  intracellular  and  extracellular
transport  of  complex  media  in  biological  systems,  such  as  cytoplasm  and
nucleoplasm40,41.  For  instance,  to  reach every cell,  the blood must  enter every cell
continuously in the temporal domain. Due to the  fractal organization of the vascular
network, the blood flow decelerates at small length scales (i.e., in finer capillaries). The
blood cells spend more time at small volumes in comparison to the volumetric fraction
of these volumes, making these systems nonergodic. Consequently, calculations using
the time fraction, (corresponding to the time average) do not apply to calculations using
the volumetric fraction (corresponding to the ensemble average)42.
 Behavioral  and  psychological  sciences  . A well-known  phenomenon  from  cognitive
psychology in which the individual- and ensemble-level findings often conflict is the
speed-accuracy trade-off43. Changes in the speed-accuracy tradeoff form the bedrock
of motor learning44.  Although speed and accuracy show negative correlation across
individuals,  individuals  show a  negative  relationship  between  speed  and  accuracy,
reflecting differential use of strategies to achieve the task goal45. Indeed, people often
use multiple cognitive/motor strategies to achieve the same task goal, exhibiting an
adaptive  combination  of  accuracy  and  speed46.  This  phenomena  is  analogous  to
Simpson’s  paradox  (Box  3),  which  is  ubiquitous  in  behavioral  and  psychological
sciences. In a classic study, Siegler47 identified three factors that can lead to incorrect
conclusions  about  data  averaged  over  strategies:  1)  Relative  frequency  of  each
strategy.  The  more  frequently  a  strategy  is  used,  the  greater  its  influence  on  the
average  data.  2)  Relative  variability  of  performance  from  each  strategy.  Among
strategies producing unequal variance on the dependent variable, the one with higher
variance will have a larger influence on the average data. A less frequent strategy can
have a greater influence if  it  leads to a much higher variance.  3) Variability in the
relationship  between  independent  and  dependent  variables  within  and  across
strategies. A high correlation between the smallest addend and the performance can
falsely indicate that the strategy with the smallest addend was used more frequently
than it was. Hence, psychological studies might overestimate the relationship between
a set of variables at one level over other level(s) due to the clustering of strategies
more often than commonly thought2.
 Neurosciences  . In  neurophysiological  studies,  neuronal  spikes  show  temporal
fluctuations all along the stimulation period. The rate coding paradigm assumes that
these fluctuations do not contain any information. So, this paradigm eliminates such
statistical fluctuations by averaging over many trials. Indeed, the assumption is that the
central nervous system is obliged to make an ensemble average over many neurons
with  the  same  function,  that  is,  neuronal  spiking  is  ergodic.  However,  arguments
supporting ergodicity in spike trains are weak. For instance, one argument posits that
approximately 30 neighboring neurons may form a functional unit, effectively encoding
the  same  stimulus48.  The  central  evidence  supporting  this  conjecture  is  that
neighboring neurons receiving shared inputs belong to the same functional unit 48–50.
However, because neurons require chain-reaction, they cannot resemble each other.
Neurons also receive heterogeneous inputs from neighboring neurons and hence show
nonergodicity.  For instance, if  in a population of neurons that  show a synchronous
peak in firing rate at the ensemble level, the timing of the peak drifts from trial to trial,
then  averaging  the  single-cell  firing  rate  over  trials  would  not  show  any  peak.  In
contrast, in a coupled network of heterogeneous neurons, each neuron may show a
peak at a different time that does not drift with trials; in this case, ensemble-average
firing  rate  can  be  flat  because  population  heterogeneity  will  mask  the  peaks  for
individual  neurons.  Hence,  neurophysiological  studies  based  on  ensemble-level
averaging of neuronal spiking data might violate the ergodic assumptions, portraying
an erroneous picture of neuronal function at the single-cell level51.
Thus, diverse mechanisms rooted in the geometry of the biological system (e.g., fractal
structure of the vascular network, multiplicative interactions among cognitive processes, and
heterogeneity in neuronal connectivity) lead to nonergodicity. Indeed, nonergodicity is more
likely to be overlooked when studying such biomedical systems, particularly when obtaining
long observations of time series is not feasible. Processes that involve some growth, such as
development  and  aging,  and  are  naturally  susceptible  to  practical  constraints  of  data
collection, are particularly vulnerable to such oversight 29,32.
Neglecting ergodic assumptions undermines the scientific enterprise
The widespread mistreatment of nonergodicity in biomedical and psychological sciences has
substantial epistemic and practical consequences, ranging from none in the case of the few
ergodic  processes  in  nature,  to  catastrophic  if  a  process  is  highly  nonergodic.  Indeed,
neglecting ergodic assumptions might jeopardize the scientific community’s very many efforts
in  addressing the challenges of  P-values21,22,  small  sample size23,24,  inaccurate estimation
graphics25,26,  and  reporting  biases27.  In  many  cases,  these  consequences  set  back  the
following four very objectives that form the bases of these research areas:
 Failure to replicate  research findings  . Failures to replicate research findings might be
baked into the potentially incomplete, but broadly sweeping failure of human behavior
and measurements of such class of systems to conform to the standard of independent
and  identically-distributed  behavior  around  the  mean  value.  In  place  of  this
assumption,  to  remove uncertainty  in  the  measurement,  the  standard  technique  is
average across time to extract the true value. Although this process yields a reliable,
temporally stable value, this temporal stability is no guarantee of later reproducibility:
performing  the  same experiment  again  will  yield  a  different  result  every  time.  For
instance,  we  will  find  that  time-averaging  Brownian  motion  over  time  will  yield  a
progressively  smoother  trajectory.  This  result  will  lead  us  to  believe  that  it  has
converged to some fundamentally true value, but repeating this exercise will yield a
different value52. The ergodic hypothesis is especially apt in dealing with the processes
that visit all possible states in a finite sample space. For instance, a good model of the
numbers that show up in roulette wheel is is closely ergodic. The probability distribution
of numbers (0 to 36) that have come up in the past is the same as the probability
distribution of numbers on the next spin. In contrast, if a human participant is asked to
say a number between 0 and 36, that participant might show systematic bias towards
smaller or larger numbers. The bias might also depend on exogenous factors such as
the context,  surroundings, and time of the day53,54.  Therefore, a good model of  the
numbers  produced  by  humans  is  nonergodic,  as  the  human  behavior  defies  the
ergodic  assumption  of  independent  and  identically-distributed  behavior  around  the
mean value. Applying ergodic statistics to these nonergodic processes leads to wrong
conclusions.
 Fa  ilure  to  probe  nonlinear  dynamical  principles  underlying  the  study  phenomena  .
Ergodic statistics at  best can describe the effects of manipulations on the outcome
variable assuming ergodicity holds. They are not equipped to decipher the nonlinear
dynamical  principles  underlying  the  study  phenomenon.  The  ergodic  assumption
implies that a given manipulation for a participant in a study is always mediated by the
same components,  in the same manner,  to link it  with some measured output.  An
alternative view is interaction-dominant dynamics (IDD): component-causal chains are
not the causal building blocks of behavior but are themselves soft-assembled; that is,
they emerge out of and do not exist independently from task constraints55,56. Ergodic
statistics that contrast distinct groups of treatments with a between-participant design
do not allow to trace IDD-related effects of time or influences of task changes that
could lead to phase-transitions between conditions leading to different interpretations
of the same treatment.  Consequently,  the assumption that  consecutively measured
values of behavior or physiology are interdependent violates the IID-assumption such
that the variance of a measured observable cannot be parsed into specific, stable, and
generalizable sources of variance reflecting the dynamical  principles underlying the
study phenomenon. Indeed, cognitive science has been explicit that when we instruct
human participants to generate replicable behaviors in sequence, our instructions are
in vain: “When the optimal strategy in a task is to provide a series of independent and
identically  distributed  responses,  people  often  perform  suboptimally”57.  So,  for
instance, if we leave human participants to count off seconds without any feedback
from a clock, their behavior will be relatively non-ergodic, suggesting that their sense of
how long a second lasts will narrow and dilate across time.
 Failure to test hypotheses about nonlinear, far-from-equilibrium dynamics  . The ergodic
assumption of equivalence between the ensemble average and the time average of an
observable is a key component of equilibrium dynamics. When this assumption is valid,
dynamical  descriptions  can  be  replaced  with  much  simpler  probabilistic  ones,
essentially  eliminating  time  from  the  models.  The  conditions  for  validity  are  often
restrictive  for  non-equilibrium dynamics  and  even  more  so  for  far-from-equilibrium
dynamics.  Biomedical sciences  inevitably  deal  with  far-from-equilibrium  systems—
specifically  with  models  of  growth  and  stability. For  instance,  standing  quietly  and
maintaining focus on a target in front of us is the preamble to very many coordinated
behaviors—we might lean forward and reach or track the target’s progress and bat it
away. However, this starting position is not merely the preamble to action but is already
a  rich  wellspring  of  action  itself,  exhibiting  a  continuous  stream  of  intermittent
fluctuations. So long as they do not pitch the bodily center of pressure (CoP) beyond
the base of support, these fluctuations are crucial to maintaining a quiet stance58,59.
Therefore, it is surprising that the prevailing statistical methods make an indiscriminate
assumption  of  ergodicity,  feeding  the  bias  to  study  systems  while  they  are  in
equilibrium  because  only  then  can  the  behavior  be  measured  to  obtain  a  point
estimate. But nonlinear dynamical systems reveal themselves when they are far from
equilibrium, and this is when the dynamical principles come into play and nonergodicity
reigns. We can take the previous example of participants responding every time they
think a second has passed. If we now give our second-estimating participants a clock
to provide feedback on their accuracy, this task constraint  can make behavior look
significantly  more ergodic60.  Then again,  it  is  when we pose the more open-ended
questions,  not  just  removing  feedback  but  giving  participants  insight  problems  to
prompt more creative response—then we see that the mind at its most creative looks
dramatically  less  ergodic,  with  fits  and  starts,  with  distractions,  and  sudden  “aha!”
moments61.
 Failure to articulate new hypotheses based on the current findings  . A new theory may
suggest  its  initial  hypotheses.  The  scientific  program  depends  on  testing  these
hypotheses and generating new ones in the process. However, if the theory invokes
nonlinear,  far-from-equilibrium  processes  like  emergence,  then  it  presumes
nonergodicity at its foundations. Statistical modeling that assumes ergodicity of raw
measurements in these processes risks undermining such theorizing. If we use a linear
model assuming ergodicity, we never test the original hypotheses about a nonergodic
process. For  instance,  the  emergent  coalition  model  (ECM)  of  word  learning  and
vocabulary  development  predicts  that  lexicon  self-organizes  from  a  coalition  of
exogenous cues62.  Testing the effects of  a set  of  cues in a linear model  assuming
ergodicity  will  always  operate  by  estimating  independent  factors  assumed  to  hold
invariantly  across  time  and  individual  participants.  The  trouble  here  is  that  linear
modeling  is  a  filter  on  our  measurements.  It  presupposes  ergodicity  in  the
measurements entered into the model, and then it estimates sizes and directions of
effects  exclusively  in  ergodic  terms.  Any contingency of  effects  on  time,  space,  or
participant variability must be transparent to the model in terms of our preparation and
coding of the data we feed into the model. For instance, an autoregressive moving-
average model (ARMA) of measurement with trends over time will repeatedly fail to
converge with stable residuals because the inputs are presumed to be stationary. It
requires the scientist either to take the first difference of the data with trends before
running the ARMA model or to change the modeling strategy to an ARIMA (including
the “I” for “integration”) that reflects a modeler’s explicit coding of the linear trend with
time. If the trends are fractional or nonlinear, ARIMA may or may not converge but will
definitely fit the wrong trend and estimate effects for variables that may not exist and
underspecify the complexity of the measurement. The linear filter will not know what
nonergocities it may be missing, and so it will give no insight into the presumed non-
equilibrium mechanisms driving development. Now, in the case of language learning,
when a linear model finds that cue X (e.g., maternal pointing) predicts outcome Y (e.g.,
learning count nouns), then the linear filtering removes any nonlinearity, and suddenly
the  output  looks  as  linear  and  ergodic  as  the  theory  allegedly  predicted  the
phenomenon was not. Nothing about a linear modeling output on learning more count
nouns from maternal pointing will then suggest as to which class of emergent phase
shifts is in play, which populations will exhibit which individual differences in terms of
which count nouns they learn or whether the count nouns they learn align with parallel
syntax  development.  The ergodic  assumptions suggest  that  all  trajectories  are  the
same on average, and all of these cues and subsets of language performance would
be assumed parallel  by any linear  model.  Of  course,  we could come up with  new
hypotheses  about  how  far-from-equilibrium  dynamics  leads  to  a  given  emergent
structure, but ergodic models cannot “see” the underlying nonlinearity and temporal
variation. No matter the rhetoric about nonlinear processes like emergence, unless we
are testing predictions that explicitly nonlinear sources of nonergodicity [e.g., as ARIMA
does  for  linear  sources63] the  linear  models  and  their  independent  and  identically
distributed  estimates  are  themselves  mute  to  nonlinear  dynamical  facts  like
emergence-not just unable to test the initial hypothesis about non-equilibrium dynamics
like emergence but also unable to refine new hypotheses relevant to non-equilibrium
dynamics.
Hence,  all  human  subjects  research  that  ignores  the  nonergodicity  of  study
phenomenon falls short on these four fundamental objectives of scientific investigation. In
basic research, we must not overstate how misleading our impressions might be about the
effects  of  physiological/psychological  manipulations  and  their  interactions.  In  the  clinical
domain, diagnostic tests might be systematically biased, and our classification systems and
treatments/interventions  may  be  at  least  partially  invalid.  In  medicine,  this  calls  for
personalization. For instance, a drug might not be effective unless he has some gene(s). By
testing a large population, one would (correctly) conclude the drug is effective in 90% of the
cases. It would be incorrect to conclude that an individual would respond to the drug 90% of
the time it is tested on that one person—it may be yes/no at the individual level. In studying a
new phenomenon,  we  might  be  not  even  employing  the  research  designs  necessary  to
adequately test the first line of hypotheses, let alone articulate new theories based on the
current findings, as discussed above. We can research with the wrong glasses on, and spend
our careers finding all sorts of effects and inventing nomenclatures without ever addressing a
much more serious, all-encompassing problem. It can be a check-mate situation: irrespective
of decades of research, we may have to throw it all away as invalid because it rests on an
invalid ergodicity assumption.  It is high time that we embrace nonergodicity and teach the
next generation of scientists some nonergodic research designs and statistical techniques.
Here, we side with Molenaar29 that the implications of the classical ergodic theorems imply
that focusing on finer-grained variation is not optional. The systematic violation of of these
theorems in our raw measurements makes this focus a necessity.
Multiscaled estimates of nonergodic measurements can behave ergodically
Effects that look nonlinear and not stable in linear modeling are often better behaved when
the modeling allows causality to unfold across diverse scales. This point does not imply that
an  observed  phenomenon  is  independent  at  different  scales  but  that  linear  models  can
respect multiscaled texture. There are two ways this can happen and might be relevant. First,
mixed-effects modeling allows estimating “fixed” effects for explicit manipulations spanning
the whole task and “fixed” effects of explicit  manipulations that vary across the task (e.g.,
blocks with and without treatment), as well as “random” effects capable of absorbing some
rudimentary ways in which participants might differ in the intercept of their responses and in
the slope of those responses across trials. That said, the references “fixed” and “random” are
misnomers to the degree that very many explicitly randomized manipulations across the task
(e.g., levels of an informational variable) can show the so-called “fixed” effects. For instance,
a given level of an informational variable can show different effects in Block 1 versus Block 2,
and that level could have been delivered on a randomly different trial within those two different
blocks. However, the availability of the “fixed” effect of that informational variable means that
this modeling allows fitting an estimate of the population-level  effect  of  the experimenter-
randomized informational  variable.  Taking this a step further,  we can also test  the “fixed”
effects  of  endogenous  variables  that  participants  bring  to  each  trial  within  each  block,
although not undermining the fact that participants bring individual differences to the task on
each trial. It is only to say that some of the endogenous variety in how participants meet the
task constraints could represent causal  mechanisms generic to the whole population. For
instance, the fact that different participants will direct different numbers of gaze fixations on a
visual display will not prevent a mixed-effect model from estimating the population-level effect
of gaze fixations on visual-perceptual response.
Again, the nomenclature: the random walk (process 3) is not ergodic, but its steps
(process 1) are ergodic. Because its steps are ergodic, so is, for instance, its square deviation
over some fixed interval. Finding meaningful ergodic observables for nonergodic processes is
a hugely important part of doing ergodicity economics, and of doing science in general. This
brings us to the second way we can make linear models respect multiscaled texture, which is
by  coming  up  with  some  form  of  statistics  that  quantify  nonergodicity  can  themselves
empower  ergodicity-requiring  models  (e.g.,  vector  autoregressive,  VAR models)  to  model
what would otherwise be too nonstationary to model. For instance, fractals in the nervous
system:  conceptual  implications  for  theoretical  neuroscience64.  Submitting  raw
position/physiology/kinematic values into VAR models leads to poor convergence because
the residuals are never  serially  independent.  The failure to  converge is  because the raw
values are serially dependent across time for reasons beyond linear correlations. Yes, there
are vector  autoregressive fractionally  integrated (VARFI)  vector  autoregressive fractionally
integrated  moving-average  (VARFIMA)  models  that  can  fit  vector  (i.e.,  multivariate)
autoregression relationships around long-range fractional integration (the “FI” in “VARFI” and
“VARFIMA”)  sort  of  memory65.  But  these  solutions  are  limited:  the  VARFI  and  VARFIMA
models are computationally expensive, and elegant methods like detrended cross-correlation
analysis66, can only treat with two variables and do not estimate unique effects of either.
On the other hand, VAR modeling of fractal and multifractal estimates yields stable
residuals in accordance with the ergodic assumptions, and they have repeatedly shown both
systematic  responses  to  experimental  manipulations  and  predictive  relationships  with
individual  participant  responses67,68.  Although  some  moderate  failure  to  have  serially
independent residuals leaves fractal Gaussian noise (fGn) ergodic, strong failures of serial
independence  (e.g.,  long-range  memory  as  in  1/f  “pink”  noise)  dissociates  the  scaling
properties from any ergodic Gaussian properties (Box 4; Fig. 1)6,68,69.
***
Fig. 1. Nonlinear intermittency in physiological signals is nonergodic. (a) Two representative
trajectories of  healthy  human center  of  pressure (CoP) displacement,  one showing white
Gaussian  noise  (Hurst  exponent,  H =  0.41)  and  the  other  showing  long-range  temporal
correlations or fractality (H = 0.95). Note that a signal shows fractality if 0.5 < H < 1; the closer
H is to 1, the stronger the fractality. (b) The ergodicity breaking parameter,  EB converges to
zero in the limit t→∞ if the signal contains white Gaussian noise but may not converge at all if
the  signal  shows  fractality.  A fuller  treatment  of  the  relationship  between  EB and  Hurst
exponent has been presented elsewhere6.
***
This  latter  point  suggests  something  rather  broad  about  the  potential  future  of
negotiating a constructive rapport between our ergodic traditions and our growing grasp of
nonergodicity. Here, we see an essential bridge to build between the academic’s luxury to
delve into the fine-print entailment of ergodicity and the clinician’s urgency for practical use,
that  is,  between  the  mathematical  curiosity  and  the  need  for  a  clear  interpretation.
Specifically,  the  ergodic  models  that  adjudicate  the  unique  effect  sizes  and  significance
testing are ready to incorporate nonergodic aspects of our measurements. The challenge is to
identify  those  ergodic  estimates  of  nonergodicity,  which  require  taking  the  big-picture
appreciation that, perhaps, what is nonergodic at the fine-grain of our measurements submits
to coarser-grained nonlinear-dynamical quantification. Once ergodically described, as in the
case of multifractal estimates, nonergodicity can swim amidst the same statistical waters as
the  classical  ergodic  measures  that  clinicians  might  be  more  comfortable  with70,71.  For
instance, VAR models can test mutual effects amongst multifractal estimates from the same
system67,68. So at the minimum, ergodic estimates of nonergodicity might be submitted to the
same models that clinicians need to identify valid biomarkers.
An  immensely  useful  possibility  is  that  clinically  most  relevant  measures  of
nonergodicity  might  align  with  the  greatest  ergodicity.  For  instance,  fractal  estimates  of
multifractal, intermittent processes can hover around a mean. While maintaining all statistical
evidence  of  nonlinear  intermittency,  prior  changes  in  fractal  scaling  might  predict  later
corrective effects, hence producing significantly narrower multifractal  variety. This outcome
appears to correlate clearly with a stable reduction of postural sway58,72.  That is,  some of
these measures of nonergodic phenomena can behave ergodically.
Conclusions
Understanding biological and psychological behavior requires a broad range of approaches
and  methods  and  faces  the  fundamental  challenge  of  deciphering  the  “choreography”
associated with complex behaviors and functions. It involves making “sense” of vast amounts
of data of many types at multiple scales in time and space. Basing such a scientific project
upon false assumptions about the nature of the data might be catastrophic. We have made a
case  that  part  of  the  reproducibility  crisis8–17,  and  the  slow  growth  of  knowledge  about
nonlinear,  far-from-equilibrium  dynamics,  can  be  attributed  to  the  violations  of  ergodic
assumptions. We have offered the possibility that both these expectations could immensely
benefit  from  respecting  nonergodicity.  The  stochastic  process  involved  in  the  study
phenomena needs to be made explicit, and the nonergodic data needs to be transformed to
find an appropriate ergodic observable. This new observable can be modeled to obtain stable
statistical outcomes. Taking such steps will lead to a paradigm shift, allowing researchers to
investigate the nonstationary, far-from-equilibrium processes that characterize the creativity
and emergence of biological and psychological behavior.
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